NATURALLY SIMPLE WOODWORKING WITH WESLEY BUSHOR
April 27-May 1, 2020
In this class we will be working with natural wood (sticks and logs) and each piece that we use will be
different from the last. Some items we will cover…
The focus will move away from exact and precise and shift to a simple more primitive style of woodworking.
The plan is that we will be working on several smaller builds that incorporate the different types of work that
happens in my shop at Lost TreeHouse. More experienced students will also have time to work on a
larger build.
Below is a list of the tools that I find most useful. I prefer to work with hand (non-power) tools and will be
doing some demonstrating with them. We will also be building jigs and some tools as part of the
class. Please feel free to bring any tools that you like to use and think may come in handy.
The $70 materials fee is for first time attendees, if you have been in the class before your cost is $30 bring the
tools we made including the peg maker (Zombie Slayer). PLEASE LET PAULA KNOW IF YOU HAVE
TAKEN THIS CLASS IN THE PAST SO THE MATERIAL FEE CAN BE ADJUSTED.
(PAULA@MARCADAMS.COM) Also, if you have any materials that you would like to bring such as sticks,
logs, or old boards that you would like to incorporate into a build bring them and let’s see what we can do
with them. Please bring only domestic woods without spalt so that everyone breathes easier.

Necessary tools: I use these in almost

Other suggested tools: I use these

every build.

often.

Hatchet (light weight, my favorite is an old roofing
hatchet)

Draw Knife (my favorite has a slight curve)
Sharp chisels

Basic handsaw Crosscut saw
Brace and bits
Small finish type fine hand saw
Coarse or Pruning type saw
3/8-inch drill
Safety glasses, gloves, dust mask.
Drill bits ¼”, ⅜”, ½”, ¾” 1”
Medium sized chisel like ½”
Rasp (also known as drywall rasp)
Utility knife
Tape measure

If you have any questions or plan to take the class and just want to touch base feel free to get in contact with me.
Hit me up on Facebook “Lost TreeHouse”. Website www.losttreehouse.com
Email wes@wesleybushor.com

call/text 715-612-6189

